
MERCEDES UNIMOG U300 - 4.2
metre LWB - 54,000 miles

17 Wesley Drive, Benton Sq. Ind. Est, Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE12 9UP
Tel: 0191 215 9777   Mob: 07702 286 738

www.frostvancentre.com   sales@frostvancentre.co.uk

£45,000.00 plus VAT
SALE NOW AGREED.

An excellent very low mileage example of the best multi use hard core off roader ever built.
It is highly unlikely a nicer one could be found on the market today, it is in superb condition both

in,out,top and bottom.
We have just completed a compehensive test drive lasting over 2 hours and can report that she

drives as new.
Supplied with winch, aircon,semi auto 8 speed gearbox.

This UNIMOG has had a very easy life with the search and rescue /British Red Cross, used
occasionally as a forward command /control unit in areas experiencing deep snow/floods, where

land rovers could not reach.
The wheelbase is the LWB 4.2 metre version. Fitted with a 14 ft insulated box, which was used as

an incident command centre.
The steering orientation is interchangeable, currently set for RHD but can easily be swapped to

LHD.
This would be a superb expedition/camping vehicle and with the benefit of being 7500kgs, can be

driven by most people on a standard car licence.
Accessed by a de -mountable set of steps on the rear door, the box is in superb order and will

make a great expedition vehicle.
This also lends itself to the fitting of any style of body to suit your needs, tipper,tree work,pick up

etc.
It has a towing capacity of 3500kgs.

Dimensions of box- internal- 4110 mm long x 2030mm wide x 1930mm high.
Delivery to any UK port is available and help with world wide shipping can be arranged.

Our local DFDS ferry service from Newcastle to Holland is a great way to get this Unimog onto
mainland Europe, and we are happy to meet a purchaser in person at the Amsterdam ferry port,

for the onward journey .
NO VAT if exported.

This is the nicest one you will find within this price band and we like to think we are nice people to
deal with.

Check out our reviews- in the vehicle business for 4 generations !! 
Thank you for reading and looking at our superb Unimog.

7500KG Gross Vehicle Weight

6520KG current Kerb Weight (was weighed with spare wheel / fitted equipment in the rear, plenty
to come out to reduce weight for next user)

Engine size is 4.2 turbo diesel - 150 BHP

Tax is £165 per year at current rate
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4x4

MERCEDES UNIMOG

U300 - 4.2 metre LWB - 54,000 miles

2005

54,000


